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Spring Newsletter 2018
We are celebrating our fifth anniversary and with uncanny timing the early part of the year has
been disrupted with snow as it was when we opened. The time has shot by which is worrying in
itself but the pace of change in dentistry has never been quicker. Our biggest achievement over
the last five years has been putting together a strong team that will take the practice forward for the
next five years. As we look forward to the year ahead it is worth reflecting on the efforts and
achievements in the past year.
Our range of specialist dentistry has grown this year with the appointment or our Periodontal lead
Dr James Dufty. Jim has helped us meet the needs of a group of patients who I think struggle to
receive a level of care that will enable them to prolong the life of their dentition. At one end of the
spectrum they are condemned to the misery of dentures or at the other they embark on expensive
and complex implant therapy which itself might introduce a fresh set of challenges for them. Jim's
primary motivation is to retain teeth but where implants become necessary we are now treating
these patients as long term perio cases mitigating against the problems that we see with implants.
In the past year we enjoyed early success with a grafting material called Ethoss and we feel that
this will offer us a chance to regenerate bone around natural teeth and implants if we can get to
them early enough. Hopefully in the year ahead we can progress this and help our referrers offer
their patients some realistic strategies to retain their teeth or implants. The case below shows the
potentially catastrophic bone loss that can occur around implants.
In this case the bridge has been in situ for over 25 years and the patient is determined not to go
back to dentures. However she suffers constant discomfort and discharge around the implant.
Following debridement a graft has been placed to encourage infill of bone but accepting a reduced
height for the gingival cuff around the implant. It's now got a reasonable chance medium to long
term survival as the patient is highly committed and supported by our perio team. The early signs
here are good with a sturdy cuff of keratinized tissue developing around the implant.
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Feel free to contact Jim via the website to
discuss any treatment issues that you may
have. Many cosmetic cases will fall down
without the correct soft tissue management.
Jim has helped our referrers achieve this in a
team approach. In other words Jim will deal
with unevenness, recession or overgrowth in
anticipation of a restorative phase.
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Healing at 3 months

We would like to extend our best wishes to our former orthodontist Justin Evans who has sadly left
us due to his ever growing practice in Cardiff. No doubt he will also be spending more time with his
sheep. His replacement a Cardiff Alumni is Dr Ben Cross. The transition has been seamless
for our patients who have access to a forward thinking specialist.
Ben is a man of many talents not least of which is Orthodontics. There cannot be any area of
dentistry that is changing faster than Orthodontics so much so that “driverless ortho” is only just
around the corner. Patients self-scan, dare I say on the dreaded iPhone, click and send then
receive clear aligners in the post next day.
In the meantime I believe our patients deserve treatment that respects the fundamentals of
Orthodontics combined with the knowledge which directs the assistance which the digital age can
bring .We are concluding purchase of an Itero scanner which we hope will be another step away
from analogue dentistry.
Chatting with Ben the other day I was describing the orthodontic treatment my own children
received. Outcome.... brilliant. Process..... a parenting nightmare. Twin blocks, remember them?
Very difficult to wear, easy to break and easier to lose. Lots of return visits to Cheltenham, lessons
missed and all round irritation.
Then of course the bad news the train tracks go on for another eighteen months. Then hey presto
all is done and the retainers go on. There’s now a smarter way to achieve the same outcome using
Invisalign harnessing skeletal growth and tooth movement simultaneously. Now I have to eat a
large dollop of humble pie as I have denigrated Invisalign in the past but now Ben feels the right
cases can be treated in around 36 weeks if growth and of course compliance are in tandem. If your
patients want an alternative to twin block and train tracks then Ben might have an answer for them.

Keri Turberville our oral surgeon has been able to give us more sessions in the last year enabling
us to reach patients who are often in some distress quickly. Sedation cases are scheduled with
Keri in combination with any of our specialists as well as oral surgery. Keri has helped us deal with
some considerable sized cystic lesions. Using CBCT we can assess, treat and graft these cases
successfully allowing future restoration. The scan sections below taken 12 weeks apart show
possible in fill of a large residual cyst. Once again the grafting material was Ethoss. The latter is

synthetic, has fantastic handling qualities and can be used to encourage and promote bone growth
in otherwise challenging circumstances.
The CBCT scans can be merged with intra oral scanning or stone models to fully plan implant
cases. Patient safety and accuracy are considerably enhanced.

Fig.5 Cystic lesion UL2

Fig. 6 Early bone in fill

We have now placed an implant at this site which will remain buried for 4 months. In all honesty
outcome is uncertain but we are hopeful of Osseo integration. Keri is a brilliant operator and will
handle most minor oral surgical situations encountered in practice. If your patient is in trouble then
refer by telephone or E mail and we will endeavor to deal with these cases as soon as is possible.

I`d like to think when the need arises I can still dabble with composite but realistically I am left in
the shade (D4) by my colleague Jason Hart .I no longer see composite build up as an inferior to
porcelain. When planned with a diagnostic wax up and index the outcome is sensational. Massive
benefits to patient with little or no tooth reduction needed. I am really starting to think twice when
recommending crowns or veneers in the aesthetic zone especially in younger age groups i.e.
under 55y though I suppose this should apply across the board.
Jason has just re visited a trauma case I treated several years ago. Initially the patient presented
age 12 years with a fragment of his UR1 in his hand. The small exposure in the dentine was sealed
with MTA and the tooth fragment re attached. Ten years later amazingly the tooth has retained
vitality but sadly the tooth fragment has de bonded. Over to Jason who has a magician`s touch
with composite.

Fig.7 Class lV with MTA pulp cap

Fig 8. The perfect composite !

This type of pulp cap is totally unpredictable but in this case has given this patient a true gift.
Root maturity progressed virtually as normal giving the tooth integral strength. Even loss of vitality
in the future will not offer the same technical difficulties as an open apex case. The quality of the
restoration will pacify the patient against further intervention with porcelain veneers or crowns.

Jason and I also are treating a lot of implant cases jointly as we are working with Smiletube TV.

This is great web based learning platform that we are using for implant training. The on line content
supports the clinical element which involves placement of up to ten implants provided free of
charge by Nobel Biocare. There are eight clinical days spread over one year. I would highly
recommend this type of course as a starting point to get safely into implants. Delegates may bring
their own patients or we can supply cases to be treated. We are looking to kick this off again in the
Autumn.
If you have patients who might want implants but who are daunted by the cost then this provides
possible access for them. Typically treatment costs are 25 % lower than the norm. Essentially we
need simple cases in patients who are otherwise dentally fit. Patients need to attend on specific
days and this would normally be a Wednesday. If you refer a patient who you feel might be eligible
for this then please mark the referral clearly “For Smiletube”. The patient will be contacted and
given the full terms and conditions related to this treatment proposal.
CPD is changing and although it is going to be more demanding it will be more meaningful on an
individual basis. I suppose we all use different strategies to acquire the credits we need. I tend to
go for a few big hits with conferences over a few days usually in a warm climate and then chip

away with a few lectures usually in the evening. The latter I find particularly challenging especially
in the depths of winter. We would really like the chance to offer some really interesting courses
across the range of specialties that we provide at the Mayhill i.e. Endo, Ortho, Perio, Oral surgery
and Implants. Ideally weaving these together to provide an interesting session where our eyelids
remain open followed by a libation and light refreshments.
We are hosting a study evening on Thursday May 17th at 6pm at The Mayhill, Monmouth. The
lectures will include talks by Jim Dufty, Ben Cross, Jason Hart and myself covering elements of
perio, ortho cosmetic and implant dentistry. Lecture to conclude by 7.45 pm to be followed by
supper at The Jewel Balti Monmouth. Invitations to be sent out at the beginning of April.
Kind Regards
David Guppy

